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Abstract
The detachment of material in an adhesive wear process is driven by a fracture mechanism which is
controlled by a critical length-scale. Previous efforts in multi-asperity wear modeling have applied this
microscopic process to rough elastic contact. However, experimental data shows that the assumption of
purely elastic deformation at rough contact interfaces is unrealistic, and that asperities in contact must
deform plastically to accommodate the large contact stresses. We therefore investigate the consequences of
plastic deformation on the macro-scale wear response using novel elastoplastic contact simulations. The
crack nucleation process at a rough contact interface is analyzed in a comparative study with a classical
J2 plasticity approach and a saturation plasticity model. We show that plastic residual deformations
in the J2 model heighten the surface tensile stresses, leading to a higher crack nucleation likelihood for
contacts. This effect is shown to be stronger when the material is more ductile. We also show that
elastic interactions between contacts can increase the likelihood of individual contacts nucleating cracks,
irrespective of the contact constitutive model. This is supported by a statistical approach we develop based
on a Greenwood–Williamson model modified to take into account the elastic interactions between contacts
and the shear strength of the contact junction.
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Adhesive wear, as defined by Burwell (1957), happens when two asperities, belonging to different
surfaces being rubbed together, form a junction (which can be adhesive, chemical, mechanical, etc.) that
supports the shear caused by the relative sliding of the surface, such that cracks propagate in the bulk
of the materials, causing the detachment of a third-body. In this setting, the removal of a wear debris
particle from the surfaces is mainly driven by a fracture process, and as such obeys a balance between
the energy release rate (i.e. the energy released by the crack front advancing) and the fracture toughness
(i.e. the energy required to create new surfaces). This Griffith (1921) energy balance has been verified
in atomistic simulations (Aghababaei et al., 2018, 2016; Brink and Molinari, 2019) and reduced to a
critical length-scale d∗ ∝ G∆w/τ2j , with G being the shear modulus, ∆w the fracture energy and τj the
junction shear strength. This gives a simple geometric criterion for the formation of hemispherical wear
particles: if the contact diameter between two hemispherical asperities is larger than d∗ then a wear
particle detaches from the surface upon shearing of the system. The issue of transposing asperity-scale
wear mechanisms to multi-asperity contact is key in the goal of formulating predictive wear models (Meng
and Ludema, 1995; Vakis et al., 2018). Popov and Pohrt (2018) and Pham-Ba et al. (2019) have recently
proposed energy-based models for the formation of wear particles in multi-asperity settings. The former
investigates the formation of hemispherical wear particles in an elastic rough surface contact by computing
an energy-favored particle diameter based on the elastic deformation energy of the contact solution. The
latter formulates the energetic competition between the formation of a single vs. multiple wear particles
(for 2D line contacts), thus giving an energy approach to the crack shielding mechanism that leads to
disjoint but sufficiently close contacts forming a single wear particle (Aghababaei et al., 2018).
In a previous work (Fre´rot et al., 2018), we have applied the critical length-scale concept to rough
elastic contact by defining a critical cluster area A∗ ∝ (d∗)2 above which micro-contacts should form a
wear particle. This work however suffers from two model inadequacies: (a) the contact solution is given by
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an elastic contact model, (b) it assumes that A∗ exists and is proportional to the square of d∗. The latter
is related to the topography and shape of contacts. Contacts resulting from interfaces with rough surfaces
are not disk-shaped and the crack is not expected to produce hemispherical wear particles. Moreover, this
does not account for disjoint contacts that may form a single particle (Aghababaei et al., 2018; Pham-Ba
et al., 2019). Thence, it is unclear if the Griffith balance can be characterized with a comparison as “naive”
as A
?
≥A∗ with A being the area of a single contact cluster.
The former shortcoming (a) provides to the wear models developed in (Fre´rot et al., 2018) an unrealistic
contact solution. Since both A∗ and the contact solution indirectly depend on σy1, the outcome of an
elastic contact problem (which is independent of σy) leads to a paradox: more ductile materials (with
lower σy) have a higher A
∗ and thus wear less than more brittle materials (with higher σy). This is due to
the contact solution being insensitive to changes in σy, but also to the lack of surface roughness evolution
in sliding. When the contact of two asperities does not create a wear particle, plastic smoothing of the
asperities occurs, thus creating larger contacts. In any case, a contact model incorporating plastic effects is
needed.
Experimental data clearly shows that some form of plasticity must occur at rough contact inter-
faces (Bowden and Tabor, 1939; Greenwood and Williamson, 1966; Weber et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2019).
Modeling these interfaces with a non-linear constitutive behavior is however a challenge because of the
multi-scale nature of rough surfaces. Pei et al. (2005) were the first to use the finite-element method
to study elastic-plastic rough contact with a classical von Mises formulation (Simo and Hughes, 1998).
Jacq et al. (2002) have developed a volume integral method that we have refined with a Fourier approach
to be able to handle the large discretization requirements of multi-scale rough surfaces (Fre´rot et al.,
2019b). The majority of published works on elastic-plastic contact does not rely on classical formulations
of plastic flow, but rather on the concept of surface flow pressure, which is associated to the hardness of a
material (Archard, 1953; Greenwood and Williamson, 1966; Majumdar and Bhushan, 1991; Persson, 2001a).
The surface flow pressure is usually taken as the maximum value of the mean pressure caused by an indenter
of a given shape (it is therefore shape-dependent). Tabor (1951) has shown that for a spherical indenter,
the mean pressure saturates at a value close to 3σy (with σy being the yield stress). The models previously
mentioned are thereafter referred to as “saturation models”, in the sense that they apply this concept of a
maximum average pressure to a multi-asperity contact model (see e.g Tabor, 1951, chap. 9) and assume
that a given contact cannot have a pressure exceeding the saturation pressure noted pm
2. They have been
used in conjunction with boundary integral approaches (Almqvist et al., 2007) to study friction (Weber
et al., 2018), but have to our knowledge never been compared to classical plasticity formulations, and the
relevance of the choice between the two plasticity models has never been studied.
Akchurin et al. (2016) and Li et al. (2019) have used a saturation plasticity model to compute the
contact solution and applied a stress based criterion for the removal of debris particles: from the contact
pressure profile, they computed the resulting von Mises stress caused in a purely elastic medium. Then the
zones of the material where the von Mises stress exceeds the yield stress are removed, changing the surface
profile. This has the advantage of foregoing any geometrical consideration, at the expense of providing
an ad-hoc removal process that is not derived from the fracture energy balance, as well as using a stress
distribution that does not account for plastic deformations.
In this work, we wish to investigate the multi-asperity wear process from a fracture-mechanics perspective
and understand the influence of plasticity in the contact model on the global wear response. To this end, we
focus on the crack nucleation process in the contact of a rigid self-affine rough surface with an elastic-plastic
flat half-space (without surface energy effects). The contact is resolved using full-order simulations (Fre´rot
et al., 2019b). One measure of particular importance is the crack spatial density. While it is not a measure
of wear itself, crack nucleation is a necessary process of wear, and understanding what are the roles of the
normal load, the critical nucleation stress, the junction resistance, and plastic behavior in crack nucleation
is a fundamental step towards predictive wear models. We first highlight the importance of the choice of a
plasticity model and the implications it may have on the contact response (section 1). We then show how
1We have A∗ ∝ σy−4 if one assumes τj ∝ σy and the total contact area Ac ∝ σy−1 according to saturation models
2More often than not, the saturation pressure is referred to as “hardness”. As Burwell and Strang (1952) discuss, the
saturation (or flow) pressure cannot be absolutely known but is of the same order of magnitude as the value given by usual
hardness tests. We therefore keep separate notations for clarity.
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the crack nucleation density in a rough surface elastic-plastic contact depends on the fracture mechanics
properties of the material, as well as the applied load and the junction shear strength (section 2). To
rationalize the differences between the elastic, the saturation and the von Mises plasticity approaches, we
study the contact behavior of a single asperity to understand under which conditions a crack can nucleate
and what is the influence of residual plastic deformations on this process (section 3). These findings are
applied to a simple multi-asperity contact model (Greenwood and Williamson, 1966) in order to obtain
qualitative analytical predictions of the scaling of the crack density with respect to system parameters
like the applied normal load (section 4). These predictions are confronted to the elastic and elastoplastic
simulations results which are able to reproduce the contact shielding effect under shear loading, as seen
in molecular dynamics simulations (Aghababaei et al., 2018; Pham-Ba et al., 2019). The elastic-plastic
results show that ductile materials in contact with rough surfaces produce more crack nucleation sites than
brittle materials due to the residual stresses caused by plastic deformations. This effect is not captured
by the elastic contact model nor the saturation plasticity model, indicating that the resolution of the
aforementioned wear paradox should include the full plastic contact response. This further implies that the
true contact area is not the only key quantity in wear modeling.
1. Elastic-plastic contact
At our disposal are (at least) two formulations of the elastic-plastic contact of solids, the choice of
which may have an impact on the subsequent results we wish to obtain. The first formulation, which
has been used in the finite-element studies of Pei et al. (2005), follows the classical modeling hypothesis
of metal plasticity (Simo and Hughes, 1998), which have both experimental (Bui, 1969) and theoretical
backgrounds (Reddy and Martin, 1994), and additionally are valid in other context than contact. The
second, developed by Bowden and Tabor (1939) and extended by Almqvist et al. (2007) in conjunction
with a boundary integral approach, postulates that the surface contact pressure should nowhere exceed a
maximum value pm. This is based on observations that for spherical indentation the mean contact pressure
does not exceed a value around 3σy (Tabor, 1951). Recent finite-element simulations (Ghaednia et al.,
2017; Krithivasan and Jackson, 2007; Song and Komvopoulos, 2013) show that pm/σy may depend on the
ratio σy/E
∗ (with E∗ := E/(1− ν2) being the contact modulus) as well as the wavenumber in the case
of sinusoidal contact surfaces. Despite these reports, saturation models are often used in computational
tribology (Akchurin et al., 2016; Li et al., 2019; Weber et al., 2018) due to their simplicity and ease of
implementation. Besides increasing the magnitude of the true contact area compared to elastic contact,
plasticity influences other aspects of the contact interface (such as contact pressures). These additional
aspects may be key ingredients in wear modeling. For this reason we wish to provide a comprehensive
comparison between the von Mises associated plasticity and the saturation plasticity with pm = 3σy in a
rough contact situation, and determine the consequences of the choice of one model over the other. We
start by giving the full mechanical formulation for both models, then proceed to the comparison.
Definitions. In this work, we consider a deformable three-dimensional solid B spanning a half-space, with
its (flat) boundary noted ∂B. Moreover, we suppose a horizontal periodicity in the cell Bp = [0, L]2 × R+.
We note σ the Cauchy stress tensor, which is related to the small-strain tensor ε and the plastic strain
tensor εp by the relation σ = C : (ε− εp) where C is the usual isotropic linear elasticity tensor. The strain
tensor is given by kinematic compatibility as a function of the displacement field: ε = ∇symu. Finally, σ is
expected to be divergence-free to satisfy conservation of momentum without volume forces.
We additionally define some surface quantities: t and p := t · e3 are respectively tractions and normal
pressures applied on ∂B. Other surface quantities are noted with an over-bar • when not explicitly defined
on ∂B, e.g. u is the surface displacement.
Saturation: perfect plasticity
The simplest form of saturation model, conceptually close to the notion of “perfect plasticity”, is given
as (Almqvist et al., 2007)
min
p
{
1
2
∫
∂Bp
pM[p] dS −
∫
∂Bp
phdS
}
, (1a)
3
which is a problem of finding the surface pressures p minimizing the complementary energy of the system
under the constraints
p ≥ 0, (1b)
p ≤ pm, (1c)∫
∂Bp
p dS = W. (1d)
The linear operator M gives the normal surface displacement due to the applied pressure p if B is assumed
elastic; h is a continuous function representing the rough surface brought in contact with ∂B and W is
the total applied normal load in the periodic cell boundary ∂Bp. The gap is defined as g :=M[p]− h and
should satisfy weak Hertz–Signorini–Moreau conditions (Weber et al., 2018):
g ≥ 0 where p < pm, (2a)
p ≥ 0, (2b)
p g = 0 where p < pm. (2c)
The solution to the above constrained optimization problem yields a negative gap where p = pm. The
magnitude of the negative gap is often assumed to be the magnitude of the residual plastic displacements.
Since the weak optimality conditions do not represent a physical system (the gap should be non-negative
everywhere to avoid body interpenetration), it is necessary to replace h in eq. (1a) by hsmod := h + hpl,
with hpl being in principle a correction due to residual plastic displacements, therefore hpl := −(M[p]− h)
where p = pm. Weber et al. (2018) propose an iterative scheme to solve for hpl which we have implemented
and made available in the open-source contact library Tamaas (Fre´rot et al., 2019a) (https://c4science.
ch/tag/tamaas/).
The “perfect plasticity” aspect of the model comes from the fact that pm is homogeneous on ∂B and
constant. Weber et al. (2018) have amended this hypothesis to include a form of hardening. The saturation
pressure is simply expressed as a linear function of hpl (i.e. the initial saturation stress is zero, and rises in
proportion with hpl). We will however not discuss this particular model here.
J2 von Mises plasticity
For the Cauchy stress tensor σ, the von Mises yield function fy is defined as
fy(σ) =
√
3
2
||s||, where s := σ − 1
3
Tr(σ)I. (3)
The equivalent cumulated plastic strain is expressed as the integral of the plastic strain rate ε˙p from some
reference time t0:
ep :=
√
2
3
∫ t
t0
||ε˙p||dt. (4)
The admissibility and consistency conditions are written as:
fy(σ)− fh(ep) ≤ 0, (5a)(
fy(σ)− fh(ep)
)
e˙p = 0, (5b)
where fh is the hardening function. In this work, we will only consider functions of the form fh(e
p) =
σy + Ehe
p, with σy the initial yield stress and Eh the hardening modulus
3. The associated flow rule that
determines ε˙p is given by (Johnson, 1985):
ε˙p =
3e˙p
2fy(σ)
s(σ). (6)
The numerical integration of the relations above is typically done with a backwards Euler scheme and is
classical to the solid mechanics literature (Simo and Hughes, 1998). Its coupling with the equilibrium and
contact conditions is however non-trivial.
3This corresponds to linear isotropic hardening.
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Solution strategy. Jacq et al. (2002) established a numerical method for the solution of the elastic-plastic
rough contact problem, which we summarize here. The method consists in solving the contact and the
plasticity problems separately. The contact problem is solved for fixed plastic deformations: it is effectively
an elastic contact problem with a rough surface hmod := h − up3, with up3 the vertical component of the
actual4 plastic residual displacement. Various solution strategies for the elastic rough contact problem are
available in the literature (Bemporad and Paggi, 2015), and we use here the modified conjugate gradient
algorithm of Polonsky and Keer (1999) coupled with the spectral approach of Stanley and Kato (1997) for
the gradient computation involving the operator M.
The plastic problem is solved with fixed boundary tractions, meaning that the contact area does not
evolve during the resolution of the plastic strain increment. The procedure we employ, fully detailed
in (Fre´rot et al., 2019b), relies on an implicit incremental volume integral equation formulation proposed
by Telles and Carrer (1991). The total strain increment is shown to be expressed as:
∆ε = ∇symM[∆t] +∇symN [C : ∆εp(∆ε;S)], (7)
where S := (ep, εp) is the current plastic state, ∆t is the increment of surface tractions (in our case
∆t = ∆p e3 as we are in a normal contact situation). The function ∆ε
p(∆ε;S) represents the radial-return
algorithm classically used in incremental plastic analysis (Simo and Hughes, 1998). Equation (7) is a
non-linear equation that can be solved with the DF-SANE algorithm (La Cruz et al., 2006) which has the
advantage of being jacobian-free.
The operators M and N , which are at the heart of the method developed in (Fre´rot et al., 2019b),
are linear integral operators which compute in B the displacement due to periodic distributions of surface
traction and volume eigenstress respectively5. Their complete formulation and application in a discretized
setting is extensively discussed in (Fre´rot et al., 2019b). The coupling between the elastic contact problem
and the plasticity problem is done with a relaxed fixed point strategy (Fre´rot et al., 2019b; Jacq et al.,
2002). The full implementation of the described solution method is also freely available in Tamaas.
Comparison: rough surface
While both plasticity models are phenomenological, associated plasticity is soundly grounded in
experimental observations (Bui, 1969) as well as thermodynamic principles (Reddy and Martin, 1994; Simo
and Hughes, 1998), and expresses a macroscopic picture of dislocation systems at the micro-scale. This is
not the case for the saturation models: they depend on the observation that the mean contact pressure
saturates for spherical indentation (Tabor, 1951), which has been challenged by recent finite-element
simulations (Krithivasan and Jackson, 2007; Song and Komvopoulos, 2013).
We aim here to provide a direct comparison for a rough surface between a perfectly plastic J2 model
and the saturation model. The rough surfaces we use throughout this work are self-affine random surfaces.
Their power-spectrum density is defined as
φ(q)=
C
(
ql
|q|
)−2(H+1)
ql ≤ |q| ≤ qs,
0 otherwise
(8)
where ql, qs are the spatial frequencies associated to the long cutoff wavelength λl and short cutoff wavelength
λs respectively, while H is the Hurst exponent. We define two surfaces with Hurst exponent H = 0.8:
S1 has a rather narrow spectrum with L/λl = 3 and λl/λs = 3; S2 has a broader spectrum and a larger
system size, with L/λl = 16 and λl/λs = 8. The root-mean-square of slopes h
′
rms is 0.07 for S1 and 0.1
for S2. Since S1 is used for visual comparison, the discretization size ∆l is chosen such that λs/∆l = 3,
while a depth of L/5 is represented with 64 points (totaling 243× 243× 64 points). S2 is used to study
crack nucleation at the interface, and therefore has a finer discretization λs/∆l ≈ 5.7, with a depth L/5
4In this approach the residual displacement is directly computed from εp, whereas in the saturation plasticity model it is
merely assumed equal to the negative gap.
5For reference, we can express with M and N both the surface vertical displacement due to an applied pressure
M[p] =M[p · e3]
∣∣
∂B · e3 and the residual vertical displacement u¯
p
3 = N [C : εp]
∣∣
∂B · e3.
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represented with 32 points (totaling 729× 729× 32). Naturally, the saturated simulations do not account
for volumetric behavior, so the number of points are 243× 243 and 729× 729 for S1 and S2 respectively.
The normal loads applied in both models are adimensionalized by W0 = E
∗L2h′rms. In elasticity, this
normalization collapses load (W ) vs. true contact area (Ac) for different values of h
′
rms (but the same
spectrum parameters) (Bush et al., 1975; Hyun et al., 2004). We do not intend here to modify the spectrum
parameters but merely scale h′rms, which therefore becomes a non-dimensional measure of surface summit
amplitude. This is convenient to compare the results of the J2 and saturated models to an elastic reference,
as we expect the contact behavior to depend on the surface peak amplitude because of plasticity.
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Figure 1: Pressure profiles for J2 plasticity (a), saturation (b) and elasticity (c) models. Although fig. (a) shows
that the local pressure can exceed values of 3σy, the average pressure in contacts 〈p〉 = W/Ac is closer to 2σy, whereas the
saturated model gives an average of 2.5σy with large saturated portions of the micro-contacts. In this case, the normal load is
W/W0 is 6.5 · 10−2, and the saturated model predicts a contact area 20% smaller than the J2 prediction. As a result the
connectivity of micro-contacts is different between the two models.
Figure 1 shows the contact pressures for J2 (fig. 1a) and saturated (fig. 1b) plasticity, as well as elasticity
(fig. 1c), at the load W/W0 = 6.5 · 10−2. The yield stress is σy = 10−2 · E and the surface used is S1. The
total contact ratio is 25% for J2 plasticity, 20% for saturation and 15% for elasticity, resulting in about 20%
error in the contact area of the saturated model. Moreover, while the maximum pressure in the J2 model
exceeds 3σy (cf. fig. 1a), the average pressure on micro-contacts is closer to 2σy, which the saturation
model fails to capture with an average of 2.5σy. Local features of the contact patches also differ due to the
three models being in different contact stages.
Figure 2 shows the probability density function of the surface pressures for the three models, with the
addition of reference data from Pei et al. (2005) (fig. 10a) which results from a J2 plasticity criterion used
in a finite-element approach. The features of the curve corresponding to the J2 plasticity models are not
qualitatively reproduced by the saturation model: the peak at p = 2.5σy is non-existent and as expected
the distribution of the saturated pressures tends to a Dirac at p = pm whereas the J2 distribution tends to
zero. The difference between our results and those of Pei et al. (2005) can be explained by the coarseness
of the mesh they used, as well as different spectrum parameters (e.g. H = 0.5 in their case).
Figure 3 shows the contact area ratio and the secant slope of the load/contact area relationship, which is
a quantity that has been extensively studied in elastic contact (Bush et al., 1975; Campan˜a´ and Mu¨ser, 2007;
Hyun et al., 2004; Pastewka and Robbins, 2014; Persson, 2001b; Yastrebov et al., 2015, 2017). Figure 3a
shows the result for surface S1: as in fig. 1, the saturated model underestimates the true contact area
compared to the J2 plasticity model. All three model nonetheless exhibit a similar behavior, which is
not the case in fig. 3b, where we show the same data for surface S2. Due to computational issues, the J2
approach in this case includes hardening with Eh/E = 0.05. This locally increases the yield stress, but in
our simulations the cumulated plastic strain averaged over plastic zones never exceeds 1%, which means
that the yield stress only increases by 5% on average. One can note that this time the saturated model
overestimates the true contact area, meaning that the average pressure on contacts in the J2 case is larger
than 3σy. This is consistent with the findings of Pei et al. (2005) and Krithivasan and Jackson (2007) with
elastic perfectly-plastic materials6. Unlike for the saturated and elastic models, the secant slope of the
J2 model seems to stay constant, as observed by Pei et al. (2005). This observation, and in general the
6We have 〈p〉 ≈ 3.6σy, which is 20% larger than the common 3σy. Since hardening only increases σy by 5% on average,
this difference in 〈p〉 cannot be explained by hardening alone.
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Figure 2: Probability density function of surface pressures. Neither the elastic nor the saturated models qualitatively
reproduce the pressure distribution of the elastic-plastic model. As expected, the pressure distribution of the saturated model
tends to a Dirac distribution for p = pm, whereas the distribution for the elastic-plastic model tends to zero. Note that the
results of Pei et al. (2005) have been renormalized (cf. companion notebook (Fre´rot, 2019)).
dependency of the contact area to load relationship on surface and plasticity parameters warrants further
investigations, similar to Pei et al. (2005), with refined simulations, which unfortunately go out of the
scope of this work.
To study macroscopic quantities (such as the true contact area), the saturation model is only suitable if
one has reference data to fit pm. However, it fails to qualitatively reproduce local surface quantities (as can
be seen in figs. 1 and 2), as well as global quantities in certain cases (e.g. ??b), in addition to providing
no information on the complete stress state at and below the contact surface. The saturation model may
be useful in applications where quantitative errors in the contact area magnitude or its topography may
be accepted, only to obtain approximate qualitative relations. It can however give unequivocally wrong
results when local stress based quantities drive the phenomenon one wishes to study. We shall see in the
next section that this can be the case in wear modeling when we consider the crack nucleation process in
an elastic-plastic rough contact.
2. Crack nucleation in rough surface contact
Most of the atomistic investigations of adhesive wear processes use geometries that contain stress
concentrators (Aghababaei et al., 2016; Brink and Molinari, 2019; Milanese et al., 2019), such that in their
model system the debris formation is only controlled by the Griffith energy balance. However, without a
defect/stress concentration, a crack described by linear elastic fracture mechanics cannot nucleate. In a
half-space geometry, with plasticity constitutive behavior, no such concentration can exist. For that reason,
it is necessary to introduce a critical nucleation tensile stress σc.
In linear elasticity the stresses are unbounded and depend linearly on the applied load. The picture
however changes in plasticity, as one can expect the tensile stress to saturate, possibly below σc, preventing
crack nucleation altogether. Brink and Molinari (2019) have also shown that the resistance to shear of
the contact junction plays a fundamental role in the wear particle formation. From a stress perspective,
there is a competition between σc and τj (the junction shear resistance) for the formation of a crack: if the
junction is strong enough, the maximum tensile stress may, under conditions depending on σy, reach σc
and nucleate a crack. Conversely, if the junction is weaker, its slip may prevent the tensile stress from
reaching σc.
We investigate the interplay of these effects in the contact of the rigid self-affine rough surface S2
(defined previously) with a solid that we have discretized with 729×729 points for the elastic and saturation
models (with σy/E = 10
−2), and 729× 729× 32 for the J2 model (σy/E = 10−2, Eh/E = 5 · 10−2 as in
the previous section). The applied normal mean pressure varies between 10−2h′rmsE and 8 · 10−2h′rmsE
for the elastic case and between 10−2h′rmsE and 4 · 10−2h′rmsE for the saturation and J2 models. Since
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Figure 3: Contact ratio and secant slope of the load/contact area relationship. Figure (a) shows results for surface
S1 and elastic perfectly-plastic materials. Figure (b) shows results for surface S2 (which has a broader spectrum), and 5%
hardening for the J2 model. In fig. (a), the saturated model overestimates the true contact area, whereas it is underestimated
in fig. (b). This suggests that adjusting the saturated model to quantitatively reproduce the true contact area may only be
done on a case-by-case basis.
we investigate the effect of the junction shear strength, we also apply a shear stress on the contacts at
constant normal load. There is a simple correspondence between the applied shear stress and the junction
strength τj : any shear loading larger than τj should not modify the stress state of the system since all
contacts should be slipping and the stresses should not increase. We therefore interchangeably refer to the
applied shear and the junction strength as τj . In linear elasticity, the application of a constant shear stress
on a patch of the surface creates a stress singularity at the edge of the patch because the derivative of the
surface tangential displacement diverges (Menga and Carbone, 2019). In a physical system, a small amount
of slip and rearrangement of the solids would occur at the edge of the contact junction so that the shear
stress carried should be reduced on this zone. We therefore regularize7 the constant shear distribution over
a transition zone of width ετ small compared to the smallest surface wavelength (ετ ≈ λs/3), removing
any numerical discrepancy due to the singularity.
We call a crack nucleation site a connected zone of the surface where the largest eigenvalue of the
Cauchy stress tensor σI is larger than σc. Although the wear particle formation process is deterministic,
the inherent randomness of the rough surfaces makes the process epistemically random (Fre´rot et al., 2018).
We apply a similar concept here and study the probability that a given contact nucleates a crack. Although
we focus here on crack nucleation, and do not model crack propagation, we assume that the propagation of
a crack has a minimal influence on the nucleation of other cracks. This assumption holds for small true
contact areas, where the micro-contacts are dilute, which would correspond to a mild wear regime8. We
shall see that despite this assumption, our model still includes elastic interactions between contacts and
plastic zones, which have an effect on the crack nucleation sites in close proximity, particularly when shear
is applied.
Because of the complex topography of the micro-contacts, there is no one-to-one correspondence between
crack nucleation sites and contacts and the probability that a given contact nucleates a crack cannot be
explicitly evaluated. This can be seen in fig. 4, where we show in grey the true contact area, in red the
plastic zones and in black the crack nucleation sites (i.e. the zones where σI > σc) for σc = 0.1h
′
rmsE
∗ and
7Regularization is done by convolution with a function of the form φε(r) = exp(−1/(1− (r/ε)))/ε2 (David and Gosselet,
2015).
8It is possible that this assumption holds for large contact area ratios (Sevostianov and Kachanov, 2012), but current
numerical methods do not allow for detailed contact simulations with explicit crack propagation modeling to verify if this is
the case.
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a b
Figure 4: Crack nucleation sites for the saturation pressure (a) and J2 plasticity (b) models. An “upwards” shear
is applied on each contact. The true contact area is shown in light grey, the plastic zones in red and the crack nucleation
sites in black. We can see that the J2 model has more crack nucleation sites than the saturation model. Since both models
give approximately the same true contact area, this discrepancy must be due to plastic residual deformations which are not
represented in the saturation approach. Figure (b) shows that there can be multiple crack nucleation sites per contact.
upwards applied shear stress τj = 2 · 10−3E. Figure 4a shows the result for the saturation plasticity model
and fig. 4b shows the J2 plasticity model. One can easily see on the latter that a single micro-contact may
have several crack sites. We also recognize the expected crescent shape crack nucleation on some contacts.
Finally, the number of cracks is larger in the J2 model than in the saturation plasticity model. Since the
contact areas predicted by both models are essentially the same, this difference can only be explained by
the residual plastic deformations, which are not modeled in the saturation plasticity approach.
Because we still want to investigate a quantity akin to the probability that a contact nucleates a crack,
we propose an adimensional measure called the crack nucleation likelihood (CNL) given by A0 · ncrack/Ac,
where A0 = L
2 is the apparent contact area and ncrack is the number of crack nucleation sites (i.e. the
number of connected black zones in fig. 4). The CNL is conceptually a normalization of the number of
crack nucleation sites by the density of contacts and relates to the probability of crack nucleation at a
contact (this relationship will be detailed later on in this article).
Figures 5 and 6 show the CNL as a function of σc when the normal load and the applied shear
stress/junction strength are respectively varied, for an elastic (a), a saturated and a J2 contact (b). On
fig. 5a, the CNL curves are shifted to the right with larger normal loads. This means that for a fixed
value of σc, the CNL increases exponentially when the load is increased. The vertical lines indicate a
quantity σi/c, which is the stress for which the probability density function of σI on the whole surface is
maximum: in other words it is the most frequent stress value, and is typically found between contacts
(hence the term “inter-contact stress”). The horizontal shift in the CNL curves corresponds to σi/c. Since
the latter depends on the spatial proximity of contacts, the CNL must depend on elastic interactions
between contacts. Figure 5b shows that the two plasticity models have widely different behavior: the
crack nucleation likelihood is much higher in the case of J2 plasticity, but also decays faster for values of
σc > σy. It is surprising that despite being plastic with some hardening, the J2 model is more likely to
lead to surface cracks than the saturation model. This may be a first step towards resolving the paradox
highlighted in introduction.
Figure 6 shows the CNL when the junction strength increases (for the last normal load of fig. 5). Unlike
previously, the elastic results are not shifted to the right when τj increases but are instead scaled rightward.
The same happens with the saturation plasticity model, whereas the J2 CNL seems relatively unaffected
by τj . This is due to plastic deformations having reached the contact surface (cf. fig. 4) and preventing an
increase of σI as fast as the elastic and saturation models, although hardening still allows some increase at
a lower rate. In order to rationalize these results and provide evidence for the conclusions we have induced
from our multi-asperity simulations, we now study the crack nucleation process for a single asperity.
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Figure 5: Crack nucleation likelihood (CNL) as a function of σc and normal load. Figure (a) shows the results for
an elastic contact, while (b) shows the saturation and J2 plasticity results. In (a) the CNL curves are uniformly shifted to the
right when the load is increased, indicating an exponential increase in the CNL. The normalization of ncrack by the true
contact area makes explicit that this increase is due to stronger elastic interactions between contacts. The magnitude of the
shift is given by the most frequent value of σI called σi/c. The two plasticity models in (b) have drastically different behavior:
the crack nucleation is much more likely in the J2 approach because of plastic residual stresses, and the CNL experiences a
faster decay for values of σc > σy.
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Figure 6: Crack nucleation likelihood (CNL) as a function of σc and junction strength. As for fig. 5, (a) shows
the elastic model and (b) the plastic models. Unlike fig. 5a, the CNL for the elastic model is scaled to the right when the
junction strength increases. The same can be said of the curves corresponding to the saturation plasticity in (b), but not of
the J2 curves, which are relatively insensitive to changes in τj . This is due to plasticity preventing increases in σI.
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Figure 7: Maximum tensile stress as a function of applied shear stress across single asperity contact with J2
plasticity. The loading curves consist of two parts: an initial linear loading and a non-linear saturation of σI. Although
the initial slope is linear, the loading is not elastic as plastic deformations still evolve in the system. Their influence on the
maximum tensile stress at the surface is however minimal. A sufficient shear stress may eventually create plastic strain at the
surface, which causes a transition in the loading curve. Moreover, given a low enough yield stress, the initial indentation may
cause surface yield, as seen for the curve where σy/E = 2 · 10−2.
3. Single asperity crack nucleation
To investigate the effect of plasticity in the competition between σc and τj , we simulate a spherical
indenter of radius R pushed onto an elastic-perfectly-plastic solid. The resulting contact junction is then
subjected to a shear distribution (with ετ = R/64), and the principal tensile stress σI at the surface is
recorded.
Figure 7 shows the maximum tensile stress σI as a function of the applied shear stress τj across the
contact. The different curves correspond to different yield stresses, with the dashed lines indicating the
value of σy for reference. Stresses here are normalized by the maximum tensile stress in Hertz contact
σI
Hertz = (1− 2ν)p0/3, with p0 being the maximum hertzian contact pressure (Johnson, 1985). We can
observe that the initial tensile stress (without applied shear) depends on the amount of plastic deformation:
if σy is decreased (or conversely the applied load increases), the initial tensile stress at the edge of the
contact is higher. This is due to the residual stresses created by the plastic deformations that accommodate
the indentation: the localized nature of the plastic strains causes the unloaded equilibrium position to not
be stress-free. The additional stresses are tensile and add to the stress on the contact rim. In the case of
σy/E = 2 · 10−2, the plastic zone has reached the surface and the von Mises stress at the edge of contact
has reached σy by indentation alone (not shown here).
If the von Mises stress at the surface is below σy, the application of a shear stress will cause an elastic
loading phase, offset by the initial σI value, as seen for the higher values of σy/E. The loading continues
until σI reaches values close to σy, as indicated by the dashed lines. Since the stress state at the edge of
contact is triaxial, the maximum value σI can reach is not σy, as is seen for the most plastic case. After
a certain point, eq. (7) becomes unsolvable because a plastic failure mechanism develops (Drucker and
Prager, 1952): we supposed that further loading will not increase the value of σI. Of course, for a hardening
material σI should not saturate and instead increase further at a lower rate.
Figure 8 shows the competition between the junction strength τj and the tensile strength σc for different
values of σy (first row no hardening, i.e. Eh/E = 0) and Eh (second row with σy/E = 2 · 10−2) the
hardening modulus. The zones below the white curve show for which values of (σc, τj) a crack may nucleate,
and the zones above show when the interface breaks (i.e. slips) before crack nucleation. The dashed lines
indicate the values of σy. We can see that for materials with high yield there is an affine boundary between
the two mechanisms, which shows their competition. Of course materials with σc < σy are not plastic, so
such transition can only happen for brittle materials. It does however exist for hardening materials, as
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Figure 8: Failure regimes for a sheared spherical indentation. For the first row of graphs, the ratio σy/E is varied for
a perfectly plastic material. For the second row, the hardening ratio Eh/E is varied for a yield ratio of σy/E = 2 · 10−2. On
each graph the dashed line shows the yield stress. The white curve marks the transition between failure driven by slip rupture
of the junction and failure by crack nucleation. The competition between the junction strength τj and the critical stress σc is
influenced by σy because of the saturation effect shown in fig. 7. While plasticity gives a failure mechanism independent of τj ,
hardening allows the tensile stress to grow past the initial yield limit, giving a linear transition between failure mechanisms.
opposed to perfectly plastic ones. With no hardening, the failure mechanism is purely determined by the
value of σc/σI
Hertz, which depends on the applied load.
With this single-asperity analysis, we have explained why the crack nucleation likelihood is higher in
the J2 model for no applied shear stress: the plastic residual deformations cause tensile stresses which
combine with the contact stresses and increase σI, thus increasing the CNL. This does not occur in the
saturated model because it ignores plastic residual deformations in the stress computation. We have also
explained why the J2 CNL is relatively insensitive to the applied shear/junction strength: plasticity has a
saturation effect on σI: when the system is sheared, the rim of contacts is in the plastic regime, and the
increase in σI is purely driven by hardening, which in the case of fig. 6 is only 5% of the Young’s modulus.
In order to rationalize the other aspects of the CNL highlighted by figs. 5 and 6, we resort to a statistical
model for multi-asperity contact.
4. Multi-asperities
One can now apply a statistical approach to estimate the proportion of contacts that nucleate cracks
in a multi-asperity setting. We thereafter use a Greenwood–Williamson (GW) model (Greenwood and
Williamson, 1966) with an exponential distribution of asperity heights to obtain simple, qualitative,
analytical results to help rationalize the data of figs. 5 and 6. Since the asperities are randomly distributed
(all with the same radius R), σI
Hertz becomes in turn a random variable. There is however a significant
difference between the single asperity case we have studied and the multi-asperity setting. Because of
elastic interactions, the tensile stress at the edge of a contact depends on the proximity and magnitude
of the neighboring contacts. In a traditional GW approach, contacts are independent of each other. We
assume this is the case, but that the stress state is determined by the local contact with an additional
contribution σi/c, the inter-contact stress, determined from the neighboring contacts. The radial stress
outside the area of a single contact of radius a is given by (Johnson, 1985):
σr(r) =
1− 2ν
3
· a
2
r2
p0 = κ
sR
r2
(z∗ − h) 32 , (9)
12
with
κ :=
2(1− 2ν)E∗
3pi
·
√
s
R
, (10)
where r is the euclidean distance from the contact center, z∗ = z/s is the asperity height random variable
normalized by the standard deviation of heights s and h is the normalized surface approach. We assume a
spatial asperity density η and a contact density ηc = ηe
−h = Ac/(A0pisR) (Greenwood and Williamson,
1966), with Ac being the true contact area. To compute the inter-contact stress σi/c, we assume the stress
state outside each contact is given by the mean of eq. (9), averaged over contacting asperities, and we
compute the largest stress eigenvalue at the center of a series of circles whose diameters are multiples of
dc = 1/
√
ηc which is the characteristic distance between contacts. The calculation process is detailed in
appendix Appendix A and leads to the following expression:
σi/c = 3κ
ξ√
pi
· Ac
A0
, (11)
with ξ ≤√3ζ(3) ≈ 1.9 and ζ is the Riemann Zeta function. We use this upper bound for σi/c in the rest of
this work. We can see that σi/c depends linearly on the contact ratio, and therefore is linear with the load.
We suppose that σi/c acts as a “background” stress, and that the maximum tensile stress is the sum of the
local contact tensile stress σI
Hertz and the inter-contact stress. We can therefore quantify the probability
that a contact nucleates a crack:
Pcrack = P
(
σc
σIHertz + σi/c
< ω(τj)
∣∣∣ z∗ − h ≥ 0)
= exp
(
−
(
σc/ω(τj)− σi/c
κ
)2)
, (12)
where ω is the function describing the failure mechanism transition (white line in fig. 8). The calculation
details of eq. (12) can be found in appendix Appendix B.
Remark 1. The crack nucleation likelihood A0 · ncrack/Ac and Pcrack are related in our GW approach:
indeed ncrack = PcrackηcA0 = PcrackAc/pisR, cf. (Greenwood and Williamson, 1966, p. 303).
Remark 2. The quantity σc/ω(τj) − σi/c strikingly explains the features of figs. 5 and 6 for the elastic
model. In fig. 5, the curves are shifted to the right as the load increases, which is apparent in eqs. (11)
and (12): σi/c increases linearly with the load, and thus causes a rightward shift in the graph of the CNL.
Similarly, as ω is linear in τj , Pcrack is scaled horizontally, which can also be seen in the CNL on fig. 6.
Remark 3. When σc/ω(τj) = σi/c the probability is one, meaning that all contacts, regardless of size,
nucleate cracks; in other words the whole surface should be cracking in a catastrophic breakdown. This
does not happen in practice, as the normal loading process should nucleate and propagate cracks at single
asperities before the breakdown is reached, thus relaxing the tensile stresses in the system.
Comparison to a rough surface
We wish to assess the validity of the above developments with simulations of self-affine rough surface
contact. Because of the simplifying assumptions of a GW model, we do not hope to establish a quantitative
agreement, especially since the asperity curvature is not unequivocally defined on a self-affine rough
surface (Nayak, 1971). Instead, we will focus on the qualitative relations between Pcrack, σc, σi/c and τj
highlighted above.
Elasticity Results. We first consider σi/c for a rough surface. Recall that the inter-contact stress in a rough
contact is the most frequent value of σI, i.e. the value for which the probability density function pσI of
the surface tensile stress is maximum. This is illustrated in the inset of fig. 9. In the latter, we plot the
evolution of σi/c for the elastic rough contact defined previously and for eq. (11). We can observe that
both curves behave linearly with the contact area ratio, with different slopes. To compute the value of κ,
which depends on
√
s/R, cf. eq. (10), we have used Nayak’s approach (Nayak, 1971) to estimate the mean
curvature radius of the zones of the rough surfaces in contact, i.e. R =
√
3/m4/I(z
∗
c ), where m4 is the
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Figure 9: Inter-contact stress as a function of contact ratio. Inset shows the probability density function of the largest
stress eigenvalue at the surface. The stress value corresponding to the peak in the probability density is defined as the
inter-contact stress σi/c. We see that in the rough surface simulation and the Greenwood–Williamson model σi/c evolves
linearly with the contact ratio. The value of κ is estimated from the mean curvature of contacting summits in the rough
surface.
fourth moment of the surface spectrum, z∗c is the normalized height of the surface in contact and I is a
function defined in (Nayak, 1971). As can be seen in fig. 9, the slope of the GW curve is approximately
constant, showing the weak dependency on z∗c . Note that although the values of R and Ac/A0 for the GW
model are informed from the rough surface simulation, there is no fit parameter to the GW prediction.
The lack of quantitative agreement between the theoretical approach and the rough contact simulation
shows the prediction limit of asperity-based models.
As previously mentioned, Pcrack is not directly measurable on a rough contact interface (cf. fig. 4).
However, the crack nucleation likelihood acts as an alternative measure for Pcrack, cf. remark 1. Figure 10a,
confirms that this is indeed the case and we find the squared exponential dependency predicted by eq. (12),
with all curves collapsed due to the shift caused by σi/c (recall that ω(0) = 1). Figure 10b, on the other
hand, shows that the CNL does not follow eq. (12) for non-zero τj . While each curve remains close
to a straight line, they do not overlap, but seem to converge to a master curve. More strikingly, the
CNL decreases as τj increases, meaning that ω(τj), which was computed directly from the data of fig. 7,
over-normalizes the data. This is again due to interactions between asperities. For our “single-asperity”
analysis, because of periodicity, we in fact consider many interacting asperities on a square lattice, each
separated by a distance L. When shear is applied, a positive σI is created at the trailing edge of the
contact and a negative σI appears at the leading edge. Because the periodic images are equidistant and far
apart, they weakly affect the stress distribution in the vicinity of the contact. However, when two contacts
are close to each other, creating local anisotropy, the inter-contact stress distribution of each asperity is
compensated by the other. The positive peak in σI at the trailing edge of one contact is then reduced,
thereby reducing Pcrack as seen in fig. 10b. This phenomena is akin to the crack shielding mechanism
uncovered by Aghababaei et al. (2018).
Plasticity Results. As for the elastic model, we compare the inter-contact stress computed from the plastic
rough contact simulations to our GW approach. Figure 11 shows the results for both the saturation and J2
plasticity. Compared to the elastic results, the slope of the plastic models is smaller. The J2 plasticity
model has the smallest slope, showing that residual plastic deformations play a role in the inter-contact
stress. One should note that the plastic model in fig. 11 includes hardening, hence the reduced contact
ratio. It seems both models still give a linear dependency of σi/c on the contact ratio, although some more
data may be required to draw an affirmative conclusion in this regard.
Finally, fig. 12 shows the data of fig. 5b normalized to compare the results to eq. (12). While the
saturation model seems to follow our GW prediction (which is based on elasticity assumption), it is clear
that the J2 model does not conform to our scaling predictions for Pcrack. However, in light of fig. 11, it is
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Figure 10: Crack nucleation likelihood as a function of re-normalized critical stress, normal load and junction
shear strength. The material in contact behaves elastically. We normalize by h′rmsE∗ instead of κ because of the difficulty
of defining asperity curvature on a rough surface. One can see on figure (a) that the curves corresponding to different normal
loads are collapsed on a straight line, showing that the CNL does indeed follow the scaling established in eq. (12). When the
strength of the junction is taken into account (figure (b)), or, equivalently, if a shear stress is applied, we observe qualitative
deviations from eq. (12). There is a decrease in crack event density due to the interference of close contacts, which tends to
unload the tensile stresses at the trailing edge of leading contacts.
interesting to note that although σi/c is lowest for the J2 approach (indicating less interactions between
contacts), the latter has the largest crack nucleation likelihood, because of the local effect of plastic residual
deformations. As shown in fig. 7, this local effect of plastic deformations is stronger the more ductile a
material is, as expected from experimental data which shows that softer materials wear more.
Conclusion
We have investigated in this work the nucleation of cracks at an elastic-plastic rough contact interface.
This was motivated by the necessity for an accurate description of the process of crack nucleation for
adhesive wear that includes plasticity. By comparing a classical J2 plasticity model and a saturation
plasticity approach commonly used in tribology, we have concluded that the latter can only qualitatively
reproduce the true contact (in some cases) area and fails to give satisfactory results on local quantities.
This can be seen in the crack nucleation likelihood, which is much higher in the J2 approach. This is
caused by plastic residual deformations which increase tensile stresses in the vicinity of contacts. In this
regard, the saturation model is not applicable to study crack nucleation because it does not capture plastic
deformations. We show with a single asperity analysis that more ductile materials can have larger surface
tensile stresses and nucleate more cracks at the interface.
We have also showed that elastic interactions play a role in the crack nucleation likelihood of a single
contact. They may increase the latter through proximity of contacts, or decrease it in shearing by elastic
shielding. This was further supported by an analytical approach based on a Greenwood–Williamson model
modified to take interactions into account.
Future improvements of this work could include adhesive contact at the interface due to surface energy.
Attractive forces usually produce large stresses at the surface, which may also contribute to the development
of plastic zones in the vicinity of contact edges.
Acknowledgments. All authors acknowledge the insightful discussions with T. Brink and E. Milanese, as
well as the financial support of the Swiss National Science Foundation (grant #162569, “Contact mechanics
of rough surfaces”).
Supplementary data. All codes used in this work are available on Zenodo (Fre´rot, 2019; Fre´rot et al.,
2019a).
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Figure 11: Inter-contact stress as a function of contact ratio for the saturation and J2 plasticity models. While
the curves do not match the analytical GW approach, their slopes are smaller than in the elastic case. The J2 model shows
the smallest slope, indicating that the stresses due to plastic residual deformations have an influence on the inter-contact
stress and actually reduce it compare to the underlying elastic stresses of the saturation pressure model.
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Figure 12: Crack nucleation likelihood as a function of re-normalized critical stress and normal load for the
saturation and J2 plasticity models. The pressure saturation model reproduces a scaling similar to the elastic case in
fig. 10a, while the J2 model shows a fundamentally different behavior. The crack density is higher in the plastic case because
of the additional tensile stresses caused at the edge of contacts by residual plastic deformations.
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Appendix A. Inter-contact stress computation
We first compute σr(r), which is the average radial stress outside contacts:
σr(r) =
1
P (z∗ ≥ h)
∫ ∞
h
κ
sR
r2
(z∗ − h) 32 e−z∗ dz∗
= κ
3
√
pi
4
· sR
r2
.
We then suppose for simplicity that all contacts have the same radial stress σr(r). Accordingly, their hoop
stress is σθ(r) = −σr(r) (Johnson, 1985). We assume that all contacts are spatially uniformly distributed
with density ηc, so that the characteristic distance between contacts is dc = 1/
√
ηc. We divide the infinite
surface into concentric rings of width dc and diameters di ∈ {dc, 2dc, 3dc, . . .}. Each ring can be reduced to
a circle of contacts with linear density
√
ηc. We now wish to compute for the sum of all circles of diameter
d1,2,... the largest stress eigenvalue at the center. For a single contact positioned at an angle θ on a circle
of diameter di, the stress state in Cartesian coordinates is:
σ = σr(di/2)
(
cos(2θ) − sin(2θ)
− sin(2θ) − cos(2θ)
)
.
For the circle number i, the expected number of contacts is piidc
√
ηc = i · pi, but we simplify by assuming
the expected number to be ni := 3i. The total stress state at the center, summing all contacts per circle
and all circles:
σ =
∞∑
i=1
σir
ni∑
k=1
(
cos(2θk) − sin(2θk)
− sin(2θk) − cos(2θk)
)
,
with σir := σr(idc/2). The largest eigenvalue of σ is given by:
λ2 =
( ∞∑
i=1
σir
ni∑
k=1
cos(2θk)
)2
+
( ∞∑
i=1
σir
ni∑
k=1
sin(2θk)
)2
=
∞∑
i=1
(σir)
2
(c2i + s
2
i ) +
∞∑
i<j
σirσ
j
r(cicj + sisj),
where:
ci :=
ni∑
k=1
cos(2θk), si :=
ni∑
k=1
sin(2θk)
The angular position of each contact is assumed to be uniformly distributed in [0, 2pi]. The expected value
of λ, which gives the inter-contact stress, is given by:
σi/c = E[λ] ≤
√
E[λ2] =
√√√√ ∞∑
i=1
(σir)
2E[c2i +s2i ]+
∞∑
i<j
σirσ
j
rE[cicj +sisj ].
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where we have used Jensen’s inequality for a simple estimation. We note that:
c2i + s
2
i =
(
ni∑
k=1
cos(2θk)
)2
+
(
ni∑
k=1
sin(2θk)
)2
=
ni∑
k=1
cos2(2θk) + 2
ni∑
k<l
cos(2θk) cos(2θl) +
ni∑
k=1
sin2(2θk) + 2
ni∑
k<l
sin(2θk) sin(2θl)
= ni + 2
ni∑
k<l
cos(2(θk − θl))
cicj + sisj =
ni∑
k=1
cos(2θk)
nj∑
l=1
cos(2θl) +
ni∑
k=1
sin(2θk)
nj∑
l=1
sin(2θl)
=
nj∑
k=1
nj∑
l=1
cos(2(θk − θl))
Computing the expected value of the above expressions gives integrals of the form:∫ 2pi
0
∫ 2pi
0
cos(2(θ − γ)) dθdγ = 0,
and we simply obtain E[c2i + s2i ] = ni = 3 · i and E[cicj + sisj ] = 0. Therefore:
σi/c ≤
√√√√ ∞∑
i=1
(σir)
2
ni
≤ 3κ√pi sR
d2c
√√√√ ∞∑
i=1
3
i3
≤ 3κ√pisRηc
√
3ζ(3)
where ζ is the Riemann Zeta function. We can now use the GW contact model to replace sRηc = sRηe
−h =
Ac/(piA0):
σi/c ≤ 3κ
√
3ζ(3)
pi
· Ac
A0
.
Note that only the
√
3ζ(3) term depends on the estimation from Jensen’s inequality, so σi/c is indeed
linear with respect to the contact ratio.
Appendix B. Nucleation probability
Pcrack as defined in eq. (12) is a conditional probability. It expresses the question “knowing an asperity
is in contact, what is the probability that a crack nucleates at the contact edge?” The final expression
for this probability is obtained by manipulating the inequality. We evaluate σr at the contact radius
a = R · s√z∗ − h:
σI
Hertz = σr(R · s
√
z∗ − h) = κ(z∗ − h) 12 ,
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which is replaced in the inequality:
σc
σIHertz + σi/c
≤ ω(τj)
⇔ σI
Hertz + σi/c
σc
≥ 1
ω(τj)
⇔ σIHertz ≥ σc
ω(τj)
− σi/c
⇔ z∗ ≥
(
σc/ω(τj)− σi/c
κ
)2
+ h.
Let us call X the event corresponding to the above inequality. We have:
Pcrack = P (X
∣∣ z∗ ≥ h)
=
P (X and z∗ ≥ h)
P (z∗ ≥ h)
=
P (X)
P (z∗ ≥ h)
= exp
(
−
(
σc/ω(τj)− σi/c
κ
)2)
,
since z∗ follows the canonical exponential distribution.
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